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finally the girl reached a point that made him very much
alive.
"It's just like you, and just like all men," she cried, "and
Nancy knows it is, to say because you took me to the 'Picture'
yesterday you won't take me to the Circus to-night!"
It may be believed how Dud's attention quickened when he
heard the words "Circus." He was confused by the confederate
glance that Nancy Quirm gave him at that point, but so lively
had the reference to the Circus made his wits that he now gath-
ered that the young woman had just completed a small oil-
painting—he saw it resting on its easel—and was in desperate
need of distraction after this arduous undertaking. It also ap-
peared that the income of herself and her parent largely de-
pended on her activity as an artist.
As soon as he got these facts into his head Dud surveyed the
picture on the easel with more interest. It was a picture in-
tended, so far as he could make out, to represent either waves,
or clouds, or spirals of smoke, but to his untutored mind it was
like nothing so much as bales of fluffy and rather dirty cotton
being projected through space on a pair of artificial wings.
"It's in the modern style," he thought. "That's why I can't
make head or tail of it."
There was no more reference to the Circus in what the
girl was now saying, and her grievance, whatever it was, began
to subside and finally died down altogether.
Dud had at first been constantly rehearsing in his mind
variously-worded excuses with which he would get up to go;
but the reference to the Circus seemed in some mysterious way
to carry through the air, clear from the Weymouth Road to
Glymes, that is to say across the whole town of Dorchester,
some voyaging essence of Wizzie's personality and to make
this adhere in a good deal more of a vaporous form than Thuella's
clouds to Thuella's own person!
The two girls were not in the least alike, and yet—and yet
they were alike! But perhaps it was only that he had stumbled
upon them both in their fits of anger. Yes, this psychic meta-
morphosis, this transubstantiatory grafting of the one's iden-
tity upon the other's, must have come about, he said to himself,
from the fact that all feminine revolt has something in common.
Wizzie's anger had been, it is true, rather addressed to Mrs.
Urgan than to Old Funky, and it had to do with much more

